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DATADOG QUICKSTART WORKSHOP
RapDev has helped multiple customers to adopt the Datadog platform to its fullest extent. Our 
services range from helping customers get started through a small workshop to multiple-phased 
deployments, including full-stack observability across APM, Logging and Infrastructure 
Monitoring.

Our team’s tenured experience in the Monitoring and DevOps ecosystem has allowed us to help 
organizations accelerate their adoption of the Datadog platform, bringing business and 
engineering visibility at all levels.

DATADOG QUICKSTART & ADVISORY WORKSHOP INCLUDES A 
TWO-DAY ON-SITE WORKSHOP, WHICH COVERS:

Best practice platform implementation

Tagging strategies

Implementation of APM, Logging or Infrastructure 
Monitoring

Building custom or agent checks

Using OOTB integrations to third-party platforms 
such as MS Teams, ServiceNow, PagerDuty, etc.

Setting up Dashboards and Monitors

Implementing WatchDog best practices

30-day access to the RapDev.io Slack 
channel for instant responses to any 
Datadog questions

Three-month free trial of the Datadog 
SNMP Autodiscovery integration from 
the Marketplace

“

ENGAGEMENT TIMELINE

DAY 1-2
Discovery workshop for 

AS- IS state, Tagging 
strategy & Modules 

overview

WEEK 1-3
Assistance with creation of 
YAML files, Vault keystore 

manager & Module 
integrations, provide 

guidance & best practices

WEEK 4
Review of Datadog 

Monitors & Dashboards 
with the admin team, 

provide guidance & best 
practices

WEEK 5
Documentation & handoff 
to Monitoring admins, run 

remote office hours to 
Datadog users across two 

one-hour sessions

WEEK 6
On-going Slack support 
for Monitoring admins 

team

TheRapDev“teamisamajor part of our success on 
the Datadog platform. Their knowledge and 
experience has helped us align our goals and 
accelerate delivering solutions that are 
important to us.
- Datto, CIO

RapDev did an amazing job implementing our critical monitoring on Datadog, 
which has given us much better visibility to our mission critical application 
landscape. They also did a great job partnering with our team to ensure we 
had the skills to sustain and build additional capabilities internally. Overall 
the experience exceeded my expectations!
- Director of Production Operations


